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Analysis of the Magnetic Force and the
Torque in a Brushless DC Motor

Gunhee .Iang" and Dennis K. Lieu"*
i Reccived JIII/I' 26. /9(5)

As permanent-magnet motors and generators produce torque. vibration occurs through the

small air gap due to the alternating rnagner ic forces created by the rotating permanent magnets

and the current switching of the coils. The magnetic force can he calculated from the flux density

by f nite element met hods and the M a xwe 11 stress tensor in cy Iindrica l coord inates. The transi

tion of the magnetic force with the rotation of rotor and the commutation of current, was

analyzed by assuming the quasi static magnetic field."] he cogging and the conunutating torques

were also investigated by integrating the magnetic shear force in a small air-gap. In addition, the

characteristics of these forces and torques were also investigated by multi-dimensional spectral

analysis, so that this paper makes it possible to predict the frequency spectrum of magnetic force

and the torque in a brush less de motor.
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Nomenclature

B Magnetic flux density

l/ Magnetic field intensity

H, Source magntetic field intensity

L J The period corresponding to tooth angle

L:! The period corresponding to rotating angle

of the rotor

L, The period corresponding to the torque

l? Distance from the torque center

7' Torque

/i Traction III i direction

a., Stress

Kronecker delta

co Rotor speed

() Angle

/1 Permeability

(/) Scalar potential

}~"n, L\m. /h, Bill' Z,; Complex Fourier coeffi

cient

1fJ;" IfJ'm' 7.[!,,; Fourier shift angle
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1. Introduction

Magnetic force analysis is important in deter

mining not only the torque as the output of

motor. but also the source of the vibration in

machine itself. Vibration is induced in permanent

magnet de motors and generators as shown in

Fig. I, by traveling magnetic forces. Neodymium

and other rare earths have greater retentivity,

coercive force and maximum energy product than

traditional ferrite magnets. Therefore, since the

magnetic force increases approximately with the

square of magnetic flux, the forces arising from

designs using rare earth magnets are significantly

greater than those from conventional magnet

designs. These problems are particularly serious

when the forcing frequencies match one or more

of the structural resonant frequencies in the

machine.

'I he analysis of magnetic force has been addres

sed by a number of investigators. Initially, papers

mainly focused on the calculation of the torque as

the output of motor Reichet et. al. (1976) suggest

ed the finite element method (FEM), the volume

intcgra l ()f Ihe force density and the SUr-!';lCC inre
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Fig. 1 A de brushless motor with six poles and nine

teeth

gral of Maxwell stress tensor in one single relative

position of the movable versus the fixed. Marines

cu (1988) and Mizia et. al. (1988) compared the

several different method to calculate the torque.

Their efforts resulted in torque calculation at

several different locations based on the quasi

static magnetic field. which were verified by

experiments. The problem of magnetically

generated vibreation as a reaction, has been ad

dressed by other investigators. Boules (1985)

. analytically predicted the flux density in perma-

nent magnet machine. Sabonnadiere et. al. ( 1989)

calculated the magnetic force using the finite

element method, while Lefever et al (1989), did so

with finite difference method along with determin

ing the dynamic reaction with FEM. Rahman

( 1991) and lang (1991) showed that the driving

frequencies may be characterized by Fourier

decomposition of the magnetic traction, and

demonstrated that the vibration levels could be

reduced by proper shaping of the magnet. ln

addition, lang and Lieu (1992) showed that the

composition of the frequency spectrum can be

shifted to higher frequencies to reduce the overall

transmission to the base system. The transmis

sibilities of the higher frequencies are low except

when the structural resonance occurs. lang and

Lieu (1992, 1993) also reported that the arnpli-

tudes of the driving frequencies increase as the

pole separation increases. Vibration reduction

could be effected by interlacing higher energy

magnets and slightly changing the magnetic orien

tations at the pole transitions or by the interlock

ing of the magnets.

In this paper, the characteristics of torque and

magnetic force acting on the stator was analyzed

as the rotation of rotor. This magnetic force in the

motor with six poles and nine teeth were calcu

lated from the flux density by finite element

methods and the Maxwell stress tensor. Because

most motors are driven by the on-off type control,

the magnetic force and torque were investigated

by two cases, i.e., by the permanent magnet only

and by the interaction of the permanent magnet

and the current. The components and the charac

teristics of the magnetic force in a small air gap

were analyzed with the introduction of cylindrical
coordinate. The transition of this force as the

rotation of rotor, was investigated by assuming

the quasi static magnetic field. Finally, the fre

quency spectrum of torque and magnetic force

was characterized by the multi-dimensional spec

tral analysis.

2. Method of Analysis

2.1 Magnetic force and torque
The magnetic field generated by a brushless de

motor is governed by the set of Maxwell's equa

tions. Introducing the scalar potential into the

Maxwell equations, with some mathematics, gives

a single partial differential equation for the scalar

potential.

( 1)

The field intensity due to the current in the

winding and the permanent magnet, may always

be calculated directly by the Biot-Savart law and

the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume,

respectively. This equation, like the Poisson's

equation for electrostatic fields, can be solved

using the finite element method. TOSCA, a FEM

solver for magnetic field, was used to calculate the

scalar potential (/) and the magnetic field inten

sity, H.
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The normal and the tangential traction can be

decomposed.

where o., is the Maxwell stress tensor. E, is the

magnetic flux density which is obtained by the

multiplication of permeability to the magnetic

field intensity. From the expression given by

Woodson and Melcher (1985) for an interface

between two materials a and b, the traction, fi' is

given by:

A non-uniform distributed force per unit area

at the interface between two materials is calcu

lated by use of the Maxwell stress tensor. Since

the strain imposed on the material due to

magnetostriction is small enough to neglect

change, in the density, it can be assumed that the

change of permeability is negligible. Thus, in

tensor notation.

(10)T= !RXfedQ

I( 0, tot)

2.2 Multi-dimensional spectral analysis
The magnetic field produced as the rotor

rotates, can be thought of as a series of magneto

static fields, or quasi-static magnetic fields, with

the assumption that the magnetic field produced

by the permanent magnets and the current is not

significantly affected by the other dynamic effects,

such as eddy current and the rise and fall time of

current.

The magnetic traction acting on a single tooth

and the torque can be interpolated and their

frequency components can be determined within

the accuracy of the Nyquist sampling theorem by

multi-dimensional Fourier transform (Newland,

1984). With the period of L 1 and L 2 correspond
ing to tooth angle, 0, and rotating angle, rot, the

magnetic traction is

(3)

(2)

fn = «(Jg - (J,~) n,nj

/1 =/Tf;p-=17nf= I n x f x n I

(4)

(5)

(II)

The complex Fourier coefficient is defined as

Since fl.alr<{;; /llron, the magnetic traction can be
simplified with the introduction of the cylindrical

coordinate on the stator. Along the air gap, the

normal and the tangential traction for tooth face

are as follows:
( 12)

(8)

(9)

where X o and X« are the average value and the

amplitude corresponding to the frequency compo

nent, mea, and they represent as follows for the

stator with nine teeth.

Subscript k and m represent the quantities in the

frequency domain corresponding 0 and cot, The

driving frequencies and their amplitude can be

determined by using the Euler identity and

decomposing Yk m = A"Em ·

( 13)cos( mcot+ Iffm )

00

«o. wl)=Xo(OH ~2·Xm({n·
m=J

Xo(O) = Y~)j)+ ~ 21 Y"o I·
k,---:l

cos(9/,0+ Iffk ) (14)

Xm( 0) = I }~)m I+ ~ 21 Y kmI •
k~l

cos( 91di+ Iff,,) ( 15)

But for tooth side which is perpendicular to the

air gap, the normal and the tangential traction

have the following form:

f, ~ a - I (J~~ - E~ - ED
e~(Jee-2!L~I;

IIr"" (J?e=--BrHe
fl."lr

The torque produced for one POSItion can

easily be derived from the integration of the shear

force along the small air gap with the fact that the

field distribution inside a closed surface in air

remain unchanged if the external sources are

removed and replaced by currents and poles on

the surface (Reichert et. a\., 1976).

I
/r"" (J?r=-2---(B~-E~-ED (6)

fl.a;r

Ie"" (J?e=_1--ErBe (7)
fl.a;r
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Figure 2 shows the finite element model for a

brush less de motor with six poles and nine teeth

with the tooth slot and permanent magnet slot

modeled on the radial line. The permanent mag-

where Zo and Z; are the average value and the

amplitude corresponding to the frequency compo

nentmwand 1J!;,=arg(Z,,). The complex Fourier

coefficient is defi ned as

where 1lf.=arg(A k ) and Ilfm=arg(Bm). Magnetic

forces acting on other teeth can be easily derived

from Eq. (15) by superposing appropriate shift

angle to obtain the magnetic force acting on the

whole stator.

The period of magnetic force, L 2 , is determined

by the change of the local force acting on a single

tooth. However, the period of torque, L:" is

determined by the change of the global force

produced by the integration of the local force on

all teeth along the air gap. This illustrates the

different frequency spectrum of the magnetic force

and the torque. The torque which is obtained by

integrating the shear force along the air gap, is

4. Results and Discussion

net has the residual flux density 1.0 T, coercivity

800 kAvrn and the parallel magnetization. The

winding of the coil is assumed as a center tapped

Y winding. in which the current density (3 A/mm 2)

is applied to the coil area (50 mm") during the

commutation. The rotor would rotate in the coun

terclockwise direction under the given configura

tion. Permanent magnet slot and the teeth slot

correspond to 2 degree, respectively. Air gap

between permanent magnet and the teeth is I mm.

Because the same geometry with the same orienta

tion of the permanent magnets and the current is

repeated every 120 degree. one-third of the model

is enough to analyze the whole model with per

iodicity bound.uy conditions and it has 43.989

nodes.

Because the magnetic flux is concentrated in the

air gap. particularly at the corner of a tooth. it is

necessary to havc fine meshes in the air gap and

tooth corners in order to have good results. In

addition, because magnetic traction is produced

by the different permeahility of two materials. it is

important to determine the magnetic flux density

as closely the interface a, possible in order to

calculate the magnetic force acting on the teeth.

The magnetic flux density was determined O.

05mm ahove the tooth surface. Torque is calcu

lated by integrating the shear traction along the

air gap in 35.4mm which produces the smooth

curve for the shear traction in order to decrease

the integration error.

( 18)

( 16)

( 17)cost mot -+ IJ!;,)

= Zo f ~ 2 I Z" i •
Jl=l

La

Z,,= I jdco!'T(m!)e
o

3. Finite Element Modeling

Fig. 2 Finite element model for de brush less motor

4.1 Magnetic flux density and magnetic

force

Figure 3 shows the magnetic flux density along

the middle tooth of Fig. 2, whose halves face the

north and the south pole respectively. Figure 3(a)

shows the magnetic flux with no coil current; i.e ..

with flux coming from the permanent magnet

only. The magnetic flux is distributed in the tooth

face and concentrated at the corners of the tooth.

B, exists along the tooth face and at the inner

corner of the tooth side and reaches its maximum

and minimum values of 1.19 T and-1.19 T at

the each end of the tooth f:\CP. 11, is 0.2 T and O.
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2 T at the inner corners of the tooth side. Be exist

only at r.he corners of the tooth. Its values are O.

71 T at each end of tooth face, and 0.86 T at

each corner of tooth side. Figure 3(b) shows the

magnetic flux with the addition of coil current.

The current increases the magnetic field in the

upper tooth area, which is in the rotation direc

tion, and decreases it in the lower tooth area,

which is in the opposite direction under the given

configuration. B, becomes 1.02 T and -1.33 T at

each end of tooth face and 0.15 T and -0.28 T at

the ends of the lower and the upper tooth side. B»,

which exists at each end of the tooth face and

along the tooth side due to the current, becomes O.

55 T and 0.85 T at each end of tooth face, and

0.67 T and 1.02 T at the lower and the upper
tooth sides, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the magnetic traction corre

sponding to the configuration in Fig. 3. Figure

4(a) shows the magnetic traction with no coil

current. Normal tractions exist on tooth face and

the inner corner of tooth side with maximum

value of 365 kPa and 138 kPa, respectively. Shear

tractions exist only on the corner of tooth due to

(a) No current

(b) Current

---- f,_ f,

Fig. 3 Magnetic flux density around a tooth Fig. 4

(b) Current
--- B,_

Magnetic traction around a tooth
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the tooth geometry; their maximum values are

680 kPa at the end of tooth face, and 280 kPa at

the inner corner of tooth side. Figure 4(b) shows

the magnetic traction with coil current applied.

Because of the current, magnetic traction in the

upper tooth area increases. The normal tractions
have 296 kPa and 417 kPa at the lower and the

upper end of tooth face, and 84 kPa and -229 kPa

at the inner corner of the lower and the upper

tooth side. Shear tractions exist mostly on the

corner of tooth having values of 457 kPa and

-903 kPa at the lower and the upper of tooth face,

and 170 kPa and 389 kPa at the inner corner of

the lower and the upper tooth side.

The normal tractions are always an attractive

tensile force and the orientation of the shear

traction is determined by the sign of the product

of B, and Be. Figure 5 explains the orientation of

the magnetic shear traction acting on the tooth

face. In Fig. 5, cases I and 2 show the two

different positions of poles to the tooth as the

rotor rotates. Magnetic nux tends to make a

convex curve from the permanent magnet,

through the air gap, to the teeth. Its decomposi

tion produces the components of the magnetic

nux. In position a and b of Fig. 5, the orientation

of the shear traction is positive and negative at

each end, respectively, in both case I and 2,

because the sign of the product of B, and Be is

same, even though each sign of B; and Be are

different for case I and 2. The shear traction on

the tooth face is always directed to the adjacent

tooth. The shear traction on the tooth side is

directed toward the center of the rotor, using the

same reasoning. The magnetic tractions around

the tooth have the same orientation as shown in

Fig. 6, regardless of rotor position and the

rotational direction.

The transitions of the magnetic traction acting

on the tooth surface with no coil current are

shown in Fig. 7. As rotor rotates 120 degree, the

polarity and the location of a permanent magnet

facing a tooth returns to the original state. There

fore the magnetic force acting on a tooth repeats

every 120 degree. In Fig. 7(a) the concentration of

the magnetic traction at the ends of tooth face can

be observed. The valleys are the result of the

permanent magnet slot. In Fig. 7(b), the shear

tractions exist only near the ends of tooth face,

with a maximum value of approximately 680 kPa.

Because of the convexity of the magnetic flux,

shear force is negative in the right end (8 = 39

degree), and positive in the left end (8= I degree)

of tooth face regardless of the rotational direction

of the rotor and the position of the rotor. The

normal and the shear traction on tooth side exist

Fig. 5 Orientation of the magnetic shear traction acting
on a tooth

Fig. 6 Orientation of the magnetic traction around a
tooth
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only on the inside as shown in Figs. 7(c) and (d).

Figure 8 shows the transitions of the magnetic
traction acing on the tooth surface including a
coil current, which increases the magnetic flux in

that area. The concentration of the magnetic trac

tion at the right corner (0=39 degree) of tooth
can be observed due to the current, which

increases the magnetic flux in that area. The
polarity of the permanent magnet and the direc
tion of the current facing a tooth return to the

original state as the rotor rotates 120 degree, for

the center tapped Y-winding. However, for a

center tapped Y-winding brushless de motor, the
current is assumed to commutate at ± 10 degree

[a) 'o rmal tract ion on to o th face

from the equilibrium position as shown Fig. 2 to
maximize the torque output. In Fig. 8(a), the

concentration of the magnetic traction at the ends
of tooth face, especially at the right end due to the
direction of the current, can be observed with the

valleys corresponding to the permanent magnet
slot. In Fig. 8(b), the shear tractions exist only on
the ends of tooth face with a maximum value of

appoximately -903 kPa at the right end( e= 39
degree). The maximum value at the opposite end
of tooth face (e = I degree) is 457 kPa. The

normal and the shear traction on tooth side exist
only on the inside as shown in Figs . 8(c) and

8(d). In Fig. 8, abrupt changes of magnetic trac-

tc) Norma l tract ion on tooth side

(hI Shear traction on tooth face td ) Shear tr act ion on tooth side

Fig. 7 Transition of the magnetic traction with no coil current
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l al o rrnal tract ion o n tooth face

(c l o rrna l tract ion o n tooth side

\,,
-;:; '
~ .
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• ......
01

•
e,
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(b} hea r rracu o n o n tooth fuce (<II 'hea r tract ion Olt too th side

Pig . 8 Tran sit ion o f the magne tic traction wi th co il current

t ion are obse rved every 20 degree because of the

cur rent commutatio n.

Figure 9 sho ws the frequency spectrum corre

spo nd ing to Fig s. 7(a) and 7(b). The x-axi s corre

sponds to the subtended angle of tooth , and one

degree air gap at each end of tooth . The y-axis

represent s m frequency component and z-axis

shows X m' All amplitudes(Xm) are zero except
those corresponding to every 6th harmonics,

which corresponds to the integer multiple of the

nu mber of the permanent magnet. As sho wn in
F ig. 9(a), the am plitudes at the corner are la rger

than those at the other area of tooth face . For

example, the amplitude of the 6th harmonic at the

corner ( X 6 ( I) = 51.65kPa) is 28.5% big ger than

that at the center of tooth face (X 6(20) = 36.9

kPa) . T he amplitude of shear traction are same at

each end of tooth face as shown in Fig . 9(b ). Even

though their amplitudes are much larger than

those of the norm al traction, they on ly exist at the

each end of tooth face. For example, the ampli

tude of 6th harmonic of shear traction (94.9 kP a)

is 74% bigger than that of normal tract ion (51.65

kPa) . The frequency spectra of the normal and the

shear tract io n on th e tooth sides have simi lar

patterns . This magnetic concent ration at the cor

ner of tooth which results in the unbal anced
magnetic force , excites teeth and produces the
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vibration and the noise of motor structure.

Figure 10 shows the frequency spectrum corrc

sponding to Figs. 8ta) and 8(b). Again. all ampli

tudes are zero except those corresponding to every

6th harmonic. wh ich correspond to the integer

multiple of the least common multiple of the

number of poles and the number of phase. For six

pole and three phase motor. the current com

mutates every 20 degrees and the current repeats

every 60 degrees for the same teeth location ensur

ing the 6th harmonics. In Fig. 10(a), the ampli

tudes at each end are different because of the

direction of the current. For example, the ampli

tude of the 6th harmonic at both ends is X 6 ( I) =
40.4 kPa and X 6(39)=59.5 kPa. In Fig. 10(b). the

amplitudes of the shear traction are also different

at each end of tooth face. For instance, the ampli

tude of the 6th harmonic at the ends are X 6 ( I) =
70.0 kPa and X 6(39)= 141.0 kPa. The frequency

spectra of the normal and the shear traction on

the tooth sides again have the similar patterns.

One important observation is that the current in

coil produces the unbalanced magnetic forces at

each corner of tooth which excites teeth more

severely and generates the vibration and the noise

more severly than the case without current.

4.2 Torque generation
The torque produced for one position can

easily be derived from the integration of the shear

force along the small air gap. Reluctant, or cog

ging torque is produced only by the magnetic flux

;:; '"c,
~~

" u
":l ":l

, ~
::l

! .= •
Q. "Q.-
E E
< <:

t;lI ~'r~\jll~n, j' spectr um " I' normal Ir.t,ri"n on

I uot h fJ' c

(al l · r~4 11.:nC) vpec trum of no rma l rract ion on

too th face

;;
~,

';U "g. ."

.~ •" "Q.
"0 E3=a • <
E
-e

~

:

(h) l-req ucncy spectrum " I' , hca l I f ~CIJII II UII

roorh fuce

Fig. 9 rrequency spectra \",1[11 no coil CUI lent

(hI F req uency sp ect rum o f shea r tr act ion u n

tooth face
Fig. 10 Frequency spectra with coil current
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1.5

spectrum. Even though it has the same relative
position of rotor with respect to the stator as rotor

rotates 40 degree, torque diagram repeats every 20
degree. Torque is produced by the integration of

the shear force, which is governed by the multipli

cation of B, and Be whose signs change together
after 20 degree rotation. This explains the obser
vation that the driving frequency of the reluctant

torque is every 18th harmonic of rotation, which
is the integer multiple of the least common multi

ple of the number of poles and the number of

teeth.
Commutating torque is produced by the inter

action between the permanent magnet and the coil
current. The current commutates in such a way to

turn the rotor in the desired direction. The mag
netic flux density and traction in the air gap for
the motor with six poles, nine teeth and center

tapped Y-winding is shown in Fig. 13. The shear

traction has the different distribution with respect
to the center of tooth slot. The current increases

the shear traction at the left tooth end to rotate the

rotor in a counterclockwise direction. Its integra
tion along the air gap produces the commutating

torque. Figure 14 shows the commutating torque
and its frequency spectrum. Even though the

1.5

12010060

\/
20

~ 200 ';

~~ I;'------,/'-----l..'--------,I~

1 I n f r

5 25 25 2

0.5

E 20... -0.5

-,
-1.5

600

400

from the permanent magnet and the tooth geome

try, and tends to move the rotor to the equilib
rium position. Figue 11 shows the magnetic flux

density and the magnetic traction in the air gap
for the equilibrium position. Shear traction is

mainly produced in the tooth slot. The shear
traction is symmetric, with opposite signs with

respect to the center of the tooth slot. Its integra
tion is zero in this equilibrium position. Figure 12

shows the reluctant torque and its frequency

Fig. 11 Magnetic flux density and traction with no coil
current

120

'00

100

20

0.5~

~
-0.5

-1

-1.5

800

600

400

C 200...
~- -200

-400

-000

-800

I + n f r

5 2£; ~ 2
Fig. 13 Magnetic flux density and traction with coil

current

9072543618

_ 0.50
EE 0.40

~ 0.30.,
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c( 0.00 L-~~",--~_.L-__-'-__-'- _
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Fig. 12 Reluctant torque and its frequency spectrum
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_ 0.50
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;t::!
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.
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0.00
0 18 36 54 72 90

Frequency

Fig. 14 Commutating torque and its frequency spectrum

possible commutating range is from ± 19 degree

as shown in Fig. 14, which produces the positive

torque, the maximum torque can be obtained by

energizing the central 20 degree. As rotor rotates

20 degree from -10 to 10 degree, the coil in the

next right tooth is energized with an opposite

current. The magnetic flux pattern facing to it

thus has a different direction so that commutating

torque repeats for the next 20 degrees. This effect

explains the observation that the driving fre

quency of the commutating torque is also at the

18th harmonic of the rotation frequency of the

motor, which corresponds to the integer multiple

of the number of poles and the number of phases.

Compared with the frequency spectrum of the

reluctant and the commutating torque as shown

Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 14(b), the difference of the

amplitudes of major four harmonics is within

10%, indicating that the reluctant torque is the one

of the major source of torque ripple.

5. Conclusion

A method for the analysis of the magnetic force

and the torque in a brush less de motor has been

presented from the finite element method, Max

well stress tensor and multidimensional spectral

analysis, so that the characteristics of the mag

netic force and the torque can be predictable.

The magnetic forces, especially unbalanced

ones with coil current at teeth corner, excite teeth

and generate the vibration and the noise. Nomal

tensile forces acting on the tooth side as well as

the tooth face mainly come from the permanent

magnet. The shear forces existing at the end of

teeth face, produced by tooth geometry and by the

current, always direct toward adjacent tooth slot,

and those acting on tooth sides direct toward the

center. The driving frequency of the magnetic

force is defined by the integer multiple of the

rotor speed multiplied by the number of perma

nent magnet without current, and by the integer

multiple for rotor speed multiplied by the least

common multiple of the number of poles and the

number of phases with current, respectively.

Shear force existing in a small air gap produces

the torque. The permanent magnet and the teeth

geometry produces the reluctant torque, which

increases the magnetic field of the teeth corner

with the direction to move the rotor to the equi

librium position. The commutating torque is

produced by the interaction of the permanent

magnet and the current, which increases the

magnetic field concentration of the teeth corner in

the moving direction and decreases it in the

opposite direction. The driving frequency of the

reluctant torque is defined by the integer multiple

of the rotor speed multiplied by the least common

multiple of the number of poles and the number

of teeth. The driving frequency of the cornmutat

ing torque is defined by the integer multiple of the

rotor speed multiplied by the multiple of the

number of poles and the number of phases.
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